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Navigating This Guideline
Linked Documents
Throughout the text of this Guideline, references will be made to related
documents. Note that when such reference is made, the name of the document
will appear in bold italic text which contains a link to that document. Clicking on
the bold italic text will open a linked .pdf document. These documents can then
be then down loaded and / or printed. The exception to this rule is when the link
is to a document created in MS word or PowerPoint. Clicking the link will
automatically download the file to your browser, from where it can be opened if
the above application resides on your computer. These documents are able to
be edited according to your circumstances.

Glossary
If you know the name of the document you wish to find, at the end of this
Guildeline, you will find a glossary listing of all the documents linked throughout
the text. Clicking on any one item in the Glossay will bring the document into
view, and able to be printed. This precludes you having to search through the
Guideline to locate a document so you can view / print it.

Index
The index located at the end of this document lists the linked documents and the
pages that they appear within the Host Family Guidelines.

Short Cuts
• Each topic listed in the Table of Contents is linked to corresponding text within
this guideline. Clicking on a topic in the Table of Contents will take you to the
relevant text in the Guideline.
• Returning to the Table of Contents at any time:
PC using Edge: Use key combination Ctrl + Home
Mac: using Safari: Command (Home) + up arrow (upon return to the
table of contents the topic you left is highlighted.)
• To open a linked document in a new window
(This keeps the Guideline window active for easy return)
Mac using Safari: Command + Option + Shift + click Document
PC using Edge: Shift + click on linked document
• To download a linked document
Mac using Safari: Control + click on Document
PC using Edge: Control + leftclick on Document
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Introduction
One of the main purposes of the Youth Exchange Program is the exchange of
knowledge on an international level. Your student is an ambassador for his or her
country, so show an interest in that country and try and learn as much as possible
about your student’s home environment. In turn, you are also an ambassador for
your country by imparting knowledge about the United States way of life to your
student, so that he or she will be able to take back to their home country a picture
of the U.S. that is as accurate as possible. This two-way exchange of ideas and
information can be a very stimulating and rewarding adventure in international
goodwill and understanding. By acting as a host to an overseas student, you are
doing far more than providing bed and board for someone. You are taking the first
very essential step towards world peace by helping to break down fears and
prejudices and misunderstandings which are based on ignorance.
The Rotary Youth Exchange Program is a wonderful adventure in International
Service which each year enables thousands of secondary school students to travel
to other parts of the world to study for one year in an entirely different environment.
The impact of this Program on future international relations is incalculable,
however, the impact on the lives of those fortunate enough to participate is most
evident. Those young people are the potential leaders in their future community;
therefore the breadth of experience and the widening of horizons obtained by them
through the Program must play a vital role in the shaping of tomorrow’s world.
Participants return with a broader view of the world and a deeper understanding of
themselves. Global perspective, self-confidence, language competence, college
competitiveness, high level career opportunities, broad education, political insight,
new international friends while having the time of their life is exchanged for one
year in their home country.
The program is a most rewarding experience for all who participate in it, whether
as student, host family, Rotary Club, or at District level
The following topics go into detail of policies specific to Rotary District 5060. For
a general introduction to Rotary Youth Exchange refer to A Guide for Host
Families.

Benefits of Youth Exchange
Each year, Rotary Youth Exchange provides approximately 7000 young people
from over 100 countries with the opportunity to experience the cultures, concerns
and accomplishments of people in other countries. Through this Rotary program,
students are given the opportunity to grow as individuals while their concept of
the world expands as well.
Through Youth Exchange, Rotarians seek to provide the best possible
environment for the participant. The program enjoys the advantages of more
than fifty years of experience and a network of more than 1.1 million Rotarians
around the world. This experience and support system ensure the best possible
exchange for youth in the program.
But why do we do it? It’s all about PEACE.
The Youth Exchange program helps students around the world connect with
each other and discover we all have the same wants and desires. We’re really
not that different from each other and when we’re friends, it’s hard to engage in
Host Family Guidelines – Amended 2022 0410 1843
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conflict. Each student who travels to another country meets many other
students, not just from the country they are hosted by, but they also meet
exchange students from other countries. They become ambassadors to spread
Peace and Understanding. When they return home, they continue through the
rest of their lives to be ambassadors for Peace.
Participants return with a broader view of the world and a deeper understanding
of themselves. As these young people become adults, many assume leadership
roles in their communities and bring to these positions the benefits of their
exchange experiences. As a result, Rotary’s Youth Exchange program becomes
a powerful force in the promotion of world peace and understanding.
Long-term exchange students must have more than one host family — preferably
three different families — during their exchange. By living in the homes of several
families, students are exposed to a variety of experiences in the host country and
better understand the culture as a whole.

Objectives of the Youth Exchange Program
•

To further international goodwill and understanding by enabling students to study
at first-hand some of the accomplishments and problems of people in other
lands.

•

To enable students to further their education by studying for a year in a different
environment and by undertaking courses of study in subjects not normally
available to them in secondary schools of their own country.

•

To urge students to broaden their own outlook by learning to live with and meet
people of different cultures, creeds and colors and by having to cope with day-today problems in a new environment.

•

To act as ambassadors for their own countries by addressing Rotary Clubs,
community organizations and youth groups in their host countries and by
imparting as much knowledge as they can of their own countries to the people
they meet during their year abroad.

•

To enable students to study and observe all facets of life and culture in their host
country so that on their return home they can pass on the knowledge they have
gained.
Acting as a host to an overseas student can be a tremendously rewarding
experience for a family. However, it also entails some important obligations.
Here are some of the ground rules:

Communication
First Night Questions
Very early you should sit down with your student to clarify any questions they
may have. First Night Questions will help the family to get off on a good start
with their student. Upon clicking on the above link, you can select English (First
Language) and the students (Second Language) so that the first night questions
appear side by side in the selected languages. This process will preclude any
future misunderstandings and will put the student at ease.
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Change of Host Families
Host families should keep in touch with the hosting Rotary Club regarding hosting
arrangements, so that all parties concerned are aware of and know well in advance
exactly when each change of home is to take place. It would not be out of palace
for the current host family to meet with the next host family to discuss some of the
student’s habits, likes and dislikes. It can help bring about a smoother transition
from one family to the next.

Resolution of Problems
When a problem does arise, timely communication is important. The first avenue
of this communication should be between the host family and student. This
action will usually resolve any issue. However if this does not occur satisfactorly,
don’t hesitate in contacting the student’s Councilor. If after all this the issue is
still not resolved, contact the District Youth Exchange Chairperson.
It is helpful to know that the student is trained to resolve problems using this
same escalatory hierarchy of communication.

Student Participation
Interaction with Host Family
It cannot be stressed too much that the student should not be treated as a special
“honored guest” by the family. The whole value of this program centers on the
acceptance by both students and hosts that the student will be “one of the family”,
not receiving any special favors or treatment and undertaking all the normal family
chores. For this reason it is desirable that the student address the host parents as
“Mom” and “Dad” or some other informal title. They should never call you “Mr.” Or
“Mrs.”
The student should most certainly make their own bed, keep their room tidy - very
difficult for some - and assist with general household chores, such as setting the
table or doing dishes; boys might reasonably be expected to help with lawn
mowing and similar tasks. Some complaints have been received from students
that they are being used as unpaid help or as constant baby sitters. Others again
have found that they are not allowed to join in with the normal household chores.
The problem is to strike the right balance, and a guiding principle in these cases is
to ask what would be expected from the host families’ own children.

Religion
Somewhat surprisingly this seldom poses serious problems. Most students are
very flexible on attitudes and usually accompany the host family to their church
even where religions differ. Host families should not force an issue and if the
student wishes to follow his or her own religion, every effort should be made to
assist them in this respect. However, if the host family goes to church on Sunday
morning, the student should not remain home in bed.

Schooling
The Youth Exchange Program rules require attendance at a high school. Usually
the Counselor will take care of the enrollment details and will arrange, together
with the student, the optimum subject package and educational materials. The
host family’s role is to supervise the day-to-day attendance of the student at school
and encourage them to participate fully in both the academic and extra-curricular
activities of the school. Exchange students are not exempt from homework
Host Family Guidelines – Amended 2022 0410 1843
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assignments and projects and are expected to make an honest effort to succeed
in school work. Failure in this effort may result in early termination of the exchange.
It is important to the success of the exchange that any problems which might arise
from language difficulties be dealt with promptly. The host parents should always
ensure that the student is provided with a note for the principal/teacher to excuse
them from any classes which they need to miss for any reason. It is very important
that the school is kept fully informed regarding the student’s program of activities.
Students should not attempt enroll in college or university. The Youth Exchange
Program is a high school program and high school attendance is a prerequisite to
selection. All public school fees should be paid by the hosting Club. Enrollment
in a private school is not a financial responsibility of the club.

Rotary Events
See Event Calendar for list and specific dates of events. For detailed
information about the events, go to Youth Exchange District Events.
In all, the Inbound students attend five District weekend functions. Two of these
activities include the selected Outbound students and the opportunity to begin a
friendship that will continue the next year in their home country and usually for a
lifetime thereafter. Weekends are considered mandatory. School sporting events
or travel with host families are not considered as reasons to not attend.

Student Mental Health
Homesickness
Every student experiences homesickness to some degree and the extent of this
problem will depend largely on the student’s own background and personality.
Host families should be appreciative of this fact and should expect the student to
have some adjustment problems. Many students say that they feel there are
times when they want privacy to cope with feelings of homesickness. If your
student spends some time alone in his or her room, do not be alarmed - this is
fairly normal. But if the student spends a lot of time alone, this could be a danger
signal that all is not well. The student who is actively involved in the community
will be less likely to suffer from adjustment problems and homesickness than the
non-participant; therefore, do all you can to encourage your student to accept the
opportunities available to become involved in the community.

Anxiety & Low Mood
Exchange students can be especially susceptible to Anxiety and mood swings.
Refer to Navigating Anxiety & Low Mood for insight to this phenomenon.
In extreme cases the student’s councilor should be alterted and stands ready for
support and counsel when needed.

Culture Shock
Rotary Youth Exchange Students, living and studying in a different culture, living
in the homes of host families, often experience significant culture shock,
sometimes on a continuous basis, throughout their stay abroad. For more
information on this subject, refer to Culture Shock.
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Student Counselor
Duties of a Counselor
The host Rotary Club will appoint a Counselor who will act as a confidante to the
student during their stay. The student is expected to consult the Counselor on any
problems that may arise.
In addition to responding to calls from the student, the Rotarian counselor should
initiate communication with the student at least once a month by phone or inperson.
The counselor or another qualified Rotarian should visit the student in the host
family’s home to make sure living arrangements are consistent with what was
agreed upon during the screening.
The Counselor is also available to help the host families with any problems that
they may encounter in hosting the student. Do not hesitate to consult the
Counselor if problems of any kind arise.
Counselor”s task is to guide and assist their young people, rather than boss or
dictate each move they make.
It is not the counselor’s duty to make decisions regarding travel by the student.
Extended trip plans must be approved by the Club and District Chair to assure
that the plans meet requirements of the program.

Discipline
Expectations of Student
The student is expected to adapt to the supervision and discipline of the host
family. Remember the host family does not have to adapt to the student; rather
the student must learn to adapt to the family. Any sign of reluctance or
unwillingness on the student’s part to accept this point of view should be brought
to the attention of the Counselor, who should then clarify this point with the
student. It would be better that such a ruling come from a third party, such as the
Counselor, rather than the host parents. Problems can arise unless the student
clearly understands the fact that they are expected to conform to host country
conditions. At the same time, host families should be aware of the problems of
adaptation and should be prepared to be flexible.

Standards of Behavior
So that there is no mistake about how Rotary feels about certain conduct, this
District has clear standards for the type of behaviors that can end a student’s
exchange. This Standards of Behavior document is signed by the student at
their District orientation.
Violations of these Standards will be reviewed on a case by case basis and may
result in a warning, a behavior plan or immediate termination of the exchange.
The response will depend on the circumstances of the incident and discussion
between the hosting club and District Chairperson.
The Standard for Behavior are to protect the exchange student, host family, host
Rotary Club, and District 5060 who have responsibility to the sponsor club and
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parents.

Cannabis, Tobacco, Alcohol and Related Products
District 5060 recognizes that the use of cannabis, tobacco, alcohol and other
related products (edibles and inhaled) are now legal for adults throughout the
District.
The District policy for selection of host parents for our inbounds is that host users
of these products be requested to not consume the products in a way that a
student would be subject to primary or secondary consumption. Under no
circumstances may our inbounds be permitted to consume cannabis products.
Inboundstudents are aware that they are not permitted to consume tobacco,
cannabis, or alcohol while on exchange.

Youth Protection
Components
A Youth Exchange student will spend a year, or perhaps just an extended period
of time, living with a host family in a country other than their own. Rotarians, their
families, and non-Rotarian volunteers are expected to use their best efforts to
safeguard the welfare of and prevent the physical, sexual or emotional abuse or
harassment of every student with whom they come into contact. To this end a
District 5060 Youth Exchange Youth Protection Policy is in place. Incorporated
in this policy is the requirement that all parties with extensive contact with
students be vetted according to the requirements of Rotary International and, in
the case of U.S. Clubs, the overlapping U.S. Department of State regulations.
Rotary International and Rotary International District 5060 are committed to
protecting the safety and well-being of Youth Exchange students and will not
tolerate their abuse or harassment. All allegations of abuse or harassment will be
taken seriously and must be handled within the District 5060 Youth Exchange
Sexual Abuse and Harassment Allegation Reporting Guidelines. If you
become aware of any abuse of your student, please refer to that docment.
Prevention is always preferable to having to deal with an actual case of abuse.
To that end, alerting all parties involved with our inbounds to the fact that we are
sensitive and vigilant is extremely important. This includes discussions with our
inbound students themselves that include a Sexual Abuse Response: A Quick
guide for Inbound Exchange Students.

Host Family Vetting
need brief mention of this requirement – not detailed
Upon locating a committed host family, the Club Youth Exchange Officers (YEO)
forwards the parent’s name and email address to the District Protection
Coordinator who will initiate a online Host Family Application sent to the family.
Upon completion of online application the family”s vetting begins.
Host Family members over the age of majority are vetted separately as
volunteers within a family. Criminal background checks, including law
enforcement public record checks and reference checks, must be done for all
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adult members of the host family. In addition, both scheduled and unannounced
or short-notice home visits should be made before and during the exchange.

Host Family Orientation
For all Host Families in the U.S., The last step in approval of a host family will be
a inperson orientation supervised by the Club YEO. Shortly after this orientation,
the host family will be notified upon their approval.

Responsibilities of the Various Parties to an exchange
Exchange Student
•

Agrees in writing to accept all the rules of the program.

•

Accepts the supervision of the receiving District, Club, and host family.

•

They shall provide room and board for three or four months and should
include the student in all family activities.

•

The student will be expected to attend host Rotary club meetings and events
as requested by the host Rotary club.

•

The student will be expected to make continuous improvement, leading to
practical fluency in the language of the host club.

•

The student will limit their total electronic communications (text, Skype,
Facebook and similar services) to Canada and the US to not more than 30
minutes per day (preferably less).

•

The student will become engaged with the local environment and community
so as to be an exceptional ambassador for Rotary International

•

Agrees to accept the placement in the country to which he or she is assigned.

•

Arranges to speak at Rotary and other community functions both during and
after the period of the Exchange.

•

Corresponds regularly with both the sending District and sponsor Club.

•

Returns home at a time and by a route specified by the sending District.

•

attends secondary school regularly.

Host Family
•

Provide room and board for three or four months.

•

It is desirable for the student to have his or her own room or, alternatively, to
share with someone of their own age group

•

Should include the student in all family activities accepting the student as one
of the family in all respects.

•

It is not obliged to provide the student with spending money nor to finance
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clothing, travel or other expenses (including telephone calls).
•

The host family must undertake to supervise the school and leisure hour
activities of the student as if he or she were their own son or daughter.

•

Exercises parental responsibilities and supervision, as would the student’s
own parents.

•

Advises the student about matters such as the family, school and community
functions during the period of the exchange.

•

Notifies the Rotary counselor if the student is encountering any problems
(such as illness, difficulty in adapting to the host family or school, or serious
homesickness).

Natural Parents or Guardians
•

The parents of an outbound student are required to undertake the following
financial obligations:
o

The cost of registration, lodging, transportation and meals for the
Revelstoke long weekend, February 17-20 for the outbound student.

o

The cost of Rotary International required medical, travel and liability
insurance.

o

The student and his or her natural family are expected to cover the
costs of “special soaps, shampoos or lotions” personal cosmetics
and prescriptions.

o

If students need to acquire additional clothing while on exchange,
this cost is also the responsibility of the student or natural family.

o

The student and natural family will be responsible for any medical
expense co-payments or payments prior to reimbursement under the
provided insurance.

o

The student will normally be responsible for any costs incurred for
the use of a cell phone or long distance costs incurred for the use of
the host family phone.

o

Nearly all hosting Rotary districts offer optional trips within their
country or region for the students. The cost of any of these optional
trips varies greatly and is the responsibility of the student and the
natural family.

•

All students are required to carry the Rotary approved medical and hospital
coverage for the year away.

•

The parents are required to provide the student with a revolving emergency
fund of $500 (Canadian or US) which can be drawn upon with the consent of
the Rotary Counselor in emergency circumstances only. Emergency
circumstances might include medical costs that must be paid “up front”,
unexpected phone bills incurred by inbound student, other unexpected costs.
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•

A monthly allowance will be paid to the student by the host Club to help
cover spending money requirements and incidentals.

•

All clothing needs of the student while abroad are the responsibility of the
parents. This includes school uniforms where applicable. Some school fees
may be the responsibility of the student but tuition if applicable is the
responsibility of the host club.

•

Provide appropriate clothing including any necessary school uniforms.

•

Provide any additional spending money plus the required emergency fund of
$500 (Canadian or US).

Receiving District (Host)
•

assigns the student to a specific Rotary club.

•

arranges a suitable orientation for the newly arrived students.

•

maintains contact with the student and the sending District during the
Exchange period.

•

ensures that students are at all times in possession of valid visas and other
necessary documents during the exchange period.

•

ensures that the student purchases the Rotary approved insurance policy
locally if they arrived with no insurance.

•

Tracks the progress of all inbound students and intercedes when necessary.

Receiving Club (Host)
•

arranges for 3 to 4 host families for each student hosted. Host family
orientation and maintain contact with host families.

•

arranges secondary schooling. All educational expenses, including tuition,
transportation to and from school, materials fees and the like are the
responsibility of the hosting Rotary club.

•

appoints a counselor for each student.

•

meets the Exchange student upon arrival.

•

ensures the attendance of the student at all mandatory functions such as
orientation or District conference.

•

Bears the cost of supporting the student.

•

Develops a suitable program of contact and activities for the student.

•

Provides a monthly allowance.

•

Ensures regular attendance of the student at club meetings and functions.

•

Tracks the progress of students and reports same to District.
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•

Maintains records consistent with the District’s Youth Protection Policy.

Organization Overview of Rotary
Rotary Club
A Rotary Club is a local chapter of Rotary International.
Various Club Committees participate in projects within their community, Nation,
or that can even extend world wide. The Club Youth Exchange committee is just
one of these, recruiting outbound students, and hosting inbound students.

Rotary Districts
Rotary Districts within a geographic area contain up to 60 clubs. District 5060
covers Cental Washington and Central British Columbia. See District Map for
Club locations. The District Youth Exchange committee arranges inbound and
outbond exchanges of youth with partner districts around the world, then
coordinates these exchanges with the clubs within it’s area. The 5060 District
Committee, active since1970 in Youth Exchange, consists of individuals with
many years of experience, lending important support to Clubs and their students.

Rotary International
Rotary International is made up of many Zones worldwide, each one containing
many districts. It provides support for the many activities of it’s Zones, Districts,
and Clubs.

Travel
Independent Travel by Student
This is a cultural exchange, NOT a travel exchange. Exchange students
should have no expectations of being a tourist.
The Host Rotary club and Host Families are under no obligation to provide or
permit Independent travel. However, some travel through the generosity of, and
with, the Host club, individual Rotarians and Host Families is encouraged.
Under no circumstances shall students make their own travel arrangements and
then expect the Host club and Host Family to agree. Inbound Exchange students
must comply with this policy, and Host Families are asked to enforce it. Violations
of this policy may be grounds for terminating the Exchange and returning the
student to his or her home country immediately.
In all cases, the student, must possess written approval from their natural
parents authorizing travel during the exchange year.
The reason for these rules is simple. The Rotary District 5060 Youth Exchange
Committee, Host Rotary club and Host Parents are responsible for students while
in this country. We must know where students can be reached in case of
emergency or a message from home.
Individual travel approvals will vary based upon many factors. Host Parents will
ask themselves if the travel is something they would allow their own son or
daughter to do. Further, common sense must be a guide. For example, students
are not allowed to get together with other Exchange students every weekend, as
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this is a detriment to them and the program. You chose to be an exchange
student to meet and learn about people from the USA or Canada. Further, the
travel desires of an exchange student should not place a burden on the Host
Family.
The student is expected to return home as scheduled and can do no independent
travel at the end or during their exchange
In summary, so there is no misunderstanding:
•

There will be no travel allowed that has not been approved by host
parents, youth exchange officer and the district 5060 youth exchange
committee chair in accordance with these rules.

•

It is the student’s responsibility to allow sufficient time for approval by
the District Chairperson. Booking or financial commitment for
intended travel plans should be avoided prior to approval. We are not
trying to prevent students from traveling nor to reduce your fun.
However, Rotary is responsible for your safety and therefore must
know where you are at all times.

Travel Approval Requirements
Travel, other than as part of your Host Family travel, will only be permitted under
the following general conditions:
•

Student possesses a Travel / Medical / Permission form, whereby
natural parents authorize travel.

•

School is not in session (exceptions: school sponsored trip or Rotary
sponsored trip) Travel is to visit relatives, host family relatives/friends,
or for a school-, church-, or community-sponsored function.

The following information is provided in advance and verified by a Host Parent:
•

Where you are going

•

When you are leaving and returning

•

Who you are traveling with

•

Means of transportation

•

Where you are staying (name, address and phone number)

Unaccompanied Travel
In general, unaccompanied travel is not permitted but there may be exceptions at
the discretion of the District Chairperson.
It is understood that the host parents will verify by personal conversation with
whomever the student will be traveling or staying, all plans and itinerary for the
travel. Such travel must have the approval of the District Committee Chair.
There must be an individual at the destination who assumes full responsibility for
the student, and who has been approved by the Host Parent, and if applicable,
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the Host Rotary club.
All travel must comply with the protection policy of district 5060, host family &
club yeo must consult with the District Committee to insure this.

Travel Approval Grid
This visual summary is helpful to quickly ascertain student travel approval needs:

For Travel with:
Host Family
Rotarian
Church/School
Other Adult
Inside District 5060, in the same
Country or within 180
miles/300 kms of the Host Club.
Outside of District 5060, going
to a different Country,
travelling more than 180 miles
or 300 km from the Host Club
or travel by air.

Less than 48 Hours Duration

Greater than 48 Hours
Duration

Will Need:
Will Need:

Host Parent Approval

Host Parent Approval

YEO Approval
Host Parent Approval

Host Club Notified
Sponsor District Notified

YEO Approval

Natural Parent Approval

D5060 YE Chair Approval

Host Club YEO Approval
D5060 YE Chair Approval

Insurance
Need to have a point by point explanation on claim making. Wrote email to Lin
Klick for direction.
It is mandatory that all students coming into District 5030 purchase the Rotary
approved insurance policy before they leave their country or within thirty days of
departure from your home country. All students are covered from the time they
leave their host country until they return home, providing they make no
interruptions in their return travel itinerary.
Depending on the severity of the illness or Injury, parents, host parents, and Club
YEO should be contacted.
In the case of any up from cost associated with medical treatment, these are to
paid out of the revolving fund maintained by the biological parents and joinly
controlled by the Club YEO and the Student.
Students should be carrying an Insurance ID Card as pictured below at all times.
Use the information on the student’s card when you contact the medical service
provider.
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Submitting Claims
Two types of claims:
• Personal liability (loss / damage / theft)
• Medical
Instructions are provided on the Medical Claim Form or the Liability Claim
Form depending on the type of claim. In the case of Medical claims,
reimbursements will be paid to the provider of the service unless otherwise
indicated.
If you need help or have questions contact the District Insurance Coordinator
appearing on the District Committee Members document.
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Appendix of Document Links
Use this table to click a link and go to the linked document.
A Guide for Host Families
Culture Shock
District Committee
District Committee Members
District Map
Event Calendar
First Night Questions
Liability Claim Form
Medical Claim Form
Navigating Anxiety & Low Mood
Sexual Abuse and Harassment Allegation Reporting Guidelines
Sexual Abuse Response
Standards of Behavior
Travel / Medical / Permission
Youth Exchange District Events
Youth Protection Policy
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Index of Document Links
Use this table to find the locations where the document link occurs.
A Guide for Host Families ......................................................................................................... 4, 18
Culture Shock............................................................................................................................ 8, 18
District Committee............................................................................................................. 13, 15, 18
District Committee Members .................................................................................................. 17, 18
District Map ............................................................................................................................. 13, 18
Event Calendar ......................................................................................................................... 8, 18
First Night Questions ................................................................................................................ 6, 18
Liability Claim Form ................................................................................................................ 17, 18
Medical Claim Form ................................................................................................................ 17, 18
Navigating Anxiety & Low Mood ............................................................................................... 8, 18
Sexual Abuse and Harassment Allegation Reporting Guidelines.......................................... 10, 18
Sexual Abuse Response ........................................................................................................ 10, 18
Standards of Behavior .............................................................................................................. 9, 18
Travel / Medical / Permission ................................................................................................. 15, 18
Youth Exchange District Events ............................................................................................... 8, 18
Youth Protection Policy..................................................................................................... 10, 13, 18
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